
Introduction

Companies are investing in platforms that allow sharing experiences. Tools like 

Spotify’s Group Sessions and streaming service Teleparty (formerly Netflix 

Party) make sharing more accessible. 

This research examines the decision-making process for these shared 

experiences. Consumers frequently make decisions for shared experiences 

independently—buying groceries to share, choosing restaurants to dine at with 

colleagues, picking travel locations. 

Will consumers ever choose options that are preferred less by both parties?

Research Goals

Research Question: How does one’s concern to avoid appearing selfish impact 

the decisions consumers make for joint consumption decisions based on the 

attribute information focused on? 

CHOOSE OPTIONS PREFERRED LESS BY BOTH INDIVIDUALS.

H1: Individuals concerned about appearing fair will avoid choosing the favorably unequal 

option, even if that option is preferred by both parties. 

H2: Individuals will judge others who choose the preferred yet favorably unequal option as 

being more selfish.

H3: The effect will be mediated by consumers focusing more on relative benefit when 

evaluating choices for fairness appearances rather than focusing on absolute benefit.

CHOOSE LESS PREFERRED OPTION WHEN OTHER’S PREFERENCES ARE

AMBIGUOUS

H4: Individuals concerned about appearing fair will avoid choosing option that are likely to 

lead to a favorably unequal outcome, even when recipients’ preferences are ambiguous. 

Five studies (n=1,784) were conducted to test the above hypotheses. 
• Pilot Study: Examining main effect—choosing less preferred option.

• Study 1: Evaluating selfishness levels of different choice outcomes.

• Study 2 + Study 3: Manipulating fairness concern and examining effect on choice.

• Study 4: Manipulating information focus and inequity distribution and examining effect 

on choice

• Study 5: Manipulating fairness concern and examining effect on choice when recipients’ 

preferences are ambiguous.

Study Overview + Results

Conclusion

When consumers want to avoid appearing selfish…

✓ They will focus on the relative benefit that others will get rather than 

absolute benefit [Study 4] 

✓ Instead of maximizing others’ benefit, they will focus on decreasing the 

amount they benefit more than the other. 

Future Directions

Real Life Choices — Does this occur in the real world?

• Showing the effect in real-world scenarios where consumers are making 

choices. 

Ambiguous Information—What happens when others’ benefit distribution 

between self and other is unknown?

• Currently, have data suggesting consumers will avoid choosing options they 

love when friends’ preferences are ambiguous due to the inferences they are 

making about others’ preferences. 

Varied Contexts— What situations do we see this occurring in?

• Currently, we examine leisure experiences (e.g., music, movies, restaurants) 

that consumers jointly consumer. However, would like to understand how this 

theory would hold in other contexts:

•Referral programs and loyalty programs

•Shared products (e.g., housing, cars)

•Gift bundles

Societal Impact— How does punishing unfair behavior impact choices 

consumers make for groups?

• Currently, our data suggests consumers may avoid choosing options that 

provide greater benefit to all in order to avoid appearing fair. How might this 

impact public policy and other governmental programs?
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Pilot Study (n=307): Examining Choice Between Equal Less Preferred Option and Unequal Preferred Option
Q: Do consumers ever pick the less ‘preferred’ item when choosing for joint consumption?

Manipulation: Participants either were asked to choose for themselves, for the other, or for a shared experience with 

self and other.

DV: Participants chose between two bakery options (pie or cookie)

Results: Participants chose the less preferred options for joint consumption. 

• Self—When they preferred pie, almost 100% chose large pie over regular cookie.

• Other—When other preferred pie, almost 100% chose regular pie over regular cookie

• Joint—When self + other preferred pie, 59% chose cookie box (equal) over pie box (decider gets larger slice). 

Study 1 (n=220): Evaluating Selfishness of Choices Options for Joint Consumption
Q: How do consumers evaluate selfishness of others who choose different joint consumption options? 

Participants read a scenario and evaluated an individual picking an activity to do with their friend with known 

preferences.

Manipulation 1: Scenario either had individual gaining more than friend in both choices or in neither choices

Manipulation 2: Scenario either had individual choose the unequal option or choose the equal less preferred option

DV: Participants rated how selfish they thought the decider was. 

Results: The interaction was significant. Participants rated the decider as being more selfish after choosing the 9—5 

instead of 6—4.Yet, participants thought it was more selfish to choose the 4—6 option over the 5—9 option.

Study 2 (n=352): Concern for Fairness Increases Avoidance of Preferred but Unequal Option 

Q: How does a concern to appear fair impact one’s choice for joint consumptions?

Manipulation: Participants imagined planning a vacation with a new friend or close friend.

DV: Participants chose between two equally priced vacation packages:

• 5 Star Hotel Package—VIP room for you; Regular room for friend

• 3 Star Hotel Package—Regular room for you; Regular room for friend

Results: When concern to appear fair was heightened, participants were more likely to choose 3 Star Package (equal; 

less preferred) than 5 Star Package (unequal; more preferred). 

Background Knowledge

Consumers make joint consumption decisions independently. 
• Consumers frequently make single decision joint consumption decisions—those with one decider but with an 

outcome that will be shared (Gorlin & Dhar, 2012). 

• Consumers focus on the relationship and aim to balance their own preferences with the others’ preferences 

when making this decision (Liu et. al, 2019).

Consumers have various decision rules when making these joint consumption decisions.

• Consumers maximize the sum of benefit when making these joint consumption decisions for close others 

compared to distant others (Tu et. al, 2014). 

• Consumers prefer experiences where they and the recipient have similar amounts of benefit (Raghunathan & 

Corfman, 2006)

• When consuming together, consumers prefer to maximize the recipient’s enjoyment over their own (Garcia-

Rada et. al, 2019)

Consumers have a motivation to appear fair and avoid appearing selfish.

• Children acted more fairly when being observed compared to when in private (Shaw et. al, 2014)

• Children preferred a resource allocator who was fair compared to one who benefited them more (Shaw et. al, 

2012)

Selfishness and generosity are evaluated on relative, versus absolute, gains.

• Consumers used relative benefit to judge donators’ altruistic behavior (Newman et. al, 2014). 

• Consumers used relative benefits to judge companies’ charitable behavior (Keenan et. al, 2022)
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“I just wanted to be fair, and not appear 

selfish.”
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Sample Open-End Quotes

The following are some open-end quotes that helped the research team build the 

theory and hypotheses:

“I wasn't going to pick a 
food truck that I loved just 
incase my friend didn't, I 

wasn't enjoying a lot more 
than him”

“I want to make 
things as equal as 
possible, i do not 

want them to think i 
do not think they 

are as valuable of a 
person as me or 
that i think i am 

better than them”

“I would lean closer to option 2 because 
we seem similarly interested in doing it. 

If we do option 1, I feel like I am the 
main person who is benefitting from it. 

Considering that I haven't seen this 
friend in a while, I would like to do 

something that is equally as enjoyable 
for them. When making this decision, I 
considered the number of times I see 

this person and the experience I want us 
to have” 

“I want our treats to be 
the same size.  It would 

look like I thought less of 
him if I got the pies and 
mine was much bigger.”
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